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About This Game

If you like cars, do you like parking? Logical puzzles that you need to solve for you to find a parking spot. A lot of hindrances
will interfere with you in this not an easy matter. Collect coins, do not break the car and park in the right area.

Colorful logical puzzle, in the style of cars. Drive the car, drive around obstacles, park your car.
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Title: Mad Driver
Genre: Casual, Indie, Racing, Strategy
Release Date: 27 Aug, 2017

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

OS: Windows 7 / 8 / 10

Processor: Core 2 Duo or higher

Memory: 512 MB RAM

Graphics: DirectX11 Compatible GPU with 512 MB Video RAM

Storage: 300 MB available space

Sound Card: DirectX compatible sound card

English,Russian
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if you will download this game you will spend you money. If you are bored and want to waste 30mins but also have 79p laying
around, then get this or go outside and buy some food... I clearly made the wrong decision.. whell its realy not that bad ( its not
good but not bad ) 100% worth 1$ i think
tho its only got like 15lvls

it seems like a game that you will find free tho but it gives you what you pay for and shows what the games like with the video
and pics b4 you buy it. Most ridiculous game ever. i like this game,,, easy the get achivement. trading cards simulator :)
. Honestly a bad game, the best part about it is it's ability to make small profit( A few cents so don't get excited)

Prepare to become a buttered car that slides around the place and fall down holes that are at least a meter away from you.

Let me paint a picture for you before you buy this game: You have a health bar, and that health bar has a major weakness, the
weakness is grazes and barrels. There are a bunch of people that watch you, when you're car explodes they seem to dislike this
to the point at booing you despite it not being valuable to them and you being dead which makes you unable to hear them.

If you like hating yourself buy this game
If you like making penny profit buy this game

That is all
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I bought this game for 8p, and yet I still feel robbed.. boring and too simplistic

3\/10. This game is not worth a dollar, one could find better flash games with a quick search. Stay away from this one if you
don't have a coupon. That being said, ten cents is a much more appealing price point, if you get the 90% off coupon for this
game there is no reason not to pick it up. I got the six easy achievements (completed the game) in 14 minutes. The achievements
are the only positive point though, I cannot grant this game a positive review, it's just too simplistic and lacks content even for
10 cents.. I spent 10 cents on this game and that was too much. Don't waste your time.. This game is idiotic. I bought it for 10
cents with coupon. The controls are idiotic. Maybe it is worth 10 cents cause you will make profit by selling cards but not for
99cents. I don't regret it cause i will make profit :D. + game costs 9 cents if you get the coupon randomly by crafting badges on
steam.
+ 144hz
+ steam trading cards
- game over screen takes too long
- 15 short levels
- 25 minutes to beat the entire game.. Just wow. This is a puzzle game where you try to reach the finish (and three stars to pick
up on the way) without destroying the car on various obstacles. The game sports really wonky physics. If you stand on an
obstacle you just ran over and try to move forward, you'll probably go sideways instead and pretty fast, probably crashing into
something else. Most of the physics is broken like that. To suck out even more of any possible fun they omitted a "restart level"
function.

Everybody involved in making \/ publishing this game clearly hates their customers.

Avoid.. Mad Driver isn't the worst game on Steam but it still isn't very good. I think I got this game with a 90% off coupon
which means it costs \u00a30.08 so i'm not too offended by the game, but still. The game itself is a top down driving game
where you have to get to the end of each stage while avoiding walls and obstacles on the road. There are a few different
obstacles in the game - most of them just damage or instant kill you, but some of them make the car harder to control. The car is
also immune to all other obstacles that break your tires which leads to some interesting choices - should you take a hit to have
worse controls but have more room to drive or should you try to avoid everything? This is a neat idea, but the game doesn't use
it much and there are only 15 levels in the game.

The controls are decent enough but there's a major flaw with them. Once you hit an obstacle that breaks your tires running into
an obstacle makes the car go in a different direction for a few seconds. This can lead you getting combo'd into other obstacles
and it really does ruin the game for me, which is unfortunate because with more polish I think this could be a decent game.
Also, don't go for 100% completion, you get nothing for doing it. :(. to be honest, i bought
this\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u26654 trading cards
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